Call 1-800-664-8258 to place your special order 7 a.m. – 5 p.m. CST (Monday-Friday)

**Cookware**

**$589.99**

**All-Clad Stainless Steel 10 Pc Cookware Set**

An useful assortment, the All-Clad stainless 10 pc cookware set includes 8" and 10" fry pans, 3 qt. covered sauté pan, 2 qt. and 3 qt. covered sauce pans, and an 8 qt. covered stockpot. All-Clad’s stainless 3-ply cookware features a thick-gauge aluminum core that attracts heat fast, while the addition of stainless steel ensures even heat distribution for consistent results across the entire cooking surface.

- Premium tri-ply construction throughout the pan delivers even heat distribution – without hot spots
- Superior stick resistance as a result of starburst finishing on the pan’s stainless steel interior
- Compatible with all cooktops, including induction
- Warp-resistant strength
- Dishwasher safe

Model/Product # 8400000962  
UPC - 011644502768

**$119.99**

**All-Clad Stainless Steel 12" Fry Pan With Lid**

A kitchen staple, the fry pan is ideal for searing, browning and pan frying everything from eggs to meats. The fry pan features a flat bottom and flared sides that make tossing foods effortless and allows for easy turning with a spatula. Great for cooking at higher heat with oils to develop foods with full, rich flavor, color and crisp texture. The lid can be used to lock in moisture and heat after browning or searing to cook meats thoroughly on the stovetop or in the oven.

- Thick-gauge aluminum core that attracts heat fast, with the addition of stainless steel to evenly distribute heat
- Stick resistance as a result of starburst finishing on the pan’s stainless steel interior
- Compatible with all cooktops, including induction
- Warp-resistant strength
- Dishwasher safe

Model/Product #8701005165  
UPC - 011644901318
All-Clad Stainless Steel 3.5 Qt Sauce Pan With Lid

Because of its shape, All-Clad stainless 3.5 qt. Sauce pan is ideal for making sauces, heating liquids, cooking food in liquids and reheating. With high, straight sides and a smaller surface area, the sauce pan holds heat well and limits evaporation.

- Thick-gauge aluminum core that attracts heat fast, with the addition of stainless steel to evenly distribute heat
- Stick resistance as a result of starburst finishing on the pan’s stainless steel interior
- Compatible with all cooktops, including induction
- Warp-resistant strength
- Dishwasher safe

Model/Product# 8701004417
UPC - 011644502294

$159.99

All-Clad Stainless Steel 4 Qt Casserole With Lid

The casserole features high, straight sides with a smaller surface area that hold heat well while limiting evaporation. Ideal for boiling or blanching a wide variety of foods or simply reheating smaller batches of soups, chili, and vegetables, the versatile casserole can be used to cook, warm and serve, with or without its lid, as the occasion demands.

- Thick-gauge aluminum core that attracts heat fast, with the addition of stainless steel to evenly distribute heat
- Stick resistance as a result of starburst finishing on the pan’s stainless steel interior
- Compatible with all cooktops, including induction
- Dishwasher safe

Model/Product# 8701004428
UPC - 011644502966

$169.99
Call 1-800-664-8258 to place your special order 7 a.m. – 5 p.m. CST (Monday-Friday)

**Cookware**

$179.99

**All-Clad Stainless Steel 6 Qt Deep Sauté Pan With Lid**

Deeper than a traditional fry pan, the sauté pan features a large surface area and tall, straight sides that hold in juices, prevent splattering, and allow for easy turning with a spatula. Ideal for a wide range of foods including chicken breasts and fish fillets, the sauté pan offers the convenience of browning or searing, then deglazing or finishing in liquid; all in one pan. The lid locks in moisture and heat to thoroughly finish meats on the stove top or in the oven.

- Thick-gauge aluminum core that attracts heat fast, with the addition of stainless steel to evenly distribute heat
- Stick resistance as a result of starburst finishing on the pan’s stainless steel interior
- Compatible with all cooktops, including induction
- Dishwasher safe

Model/Product# 8701004435
UPC - 011644502324

$249.99

**All-Clad Stainless Steel 8 Qt Stock Pot With Lid**

An essential for every kitchen and available in a variety of sizes, the stockpot features high sides that slow the evaporation of liquids, providing the ideal design for creating a variety of stocks. The wide bottom of the pan allows for sauteing of ingredients before the addition of liquids for delicious soups and stews. Stockpots are also well-suited for canning, blanching, and preparing food in large quantities.

- Thick-gauge aluminum core that attracts heat fast, with the addition of stainless steel to evenly distribute heat
- Stick resistance as a result of starburst finishing on the pan’s stainless steel interior
- Compatible with all cooktops, including induction
- Dishwasher safe

Model/Product# 8701004410
UPC - 011644502522

Only authorized customers (Veterans enrolled in VA Health Care, their families, caregivers, VA employees, VA volunteers and visitors) may shop or dine with VCS.
Only authorized customers (Veterans enrolled in VA Health Care, their families, caregivers, VA employees, VA volunteers and visitors) may shop or dine with VCS.
All-Clad D7 Stainless 10" Fry Pan

Providing 2 times more even heating and superior durability versus enameled cast iron, the D7 stainless features a 7 ply bonded construction of stainless and aluminum to deliver the ultimate heat retention and perfectly even heating. Ideal for braising and slow roasting or searing on stovetop, D7 ensures tender, flavorful results for all your unique cooking needs. Ideal pan for searing, browning and pan frying a wide range of foods, especially meat. Its splayed side walls simplify basting and turning with a spatula.

- Flared edges for drip-free pouring; 2.25" deep
- Safe for use with all utensils, including metal utensils; won’t stain or chip
- Compatible with all cooktops, including induction; oven and broiler safe
- Dishwasher safe
- Lifetime warranty

Model/Product# 8701005332
UPC - 011644904111

$129.99

All-Clad D7 Stainless 12" Fry Pan

Providing 2 times more even heating and superior durability versus enameled cast iron, the D7 stainless features a 7 ply bonded construction of stainless and aluminum to deliver the ultimate heat retention and perfectly even heating. Ideal for braising and slow roasting or searing on stovetop, D7 ensures tender, flavorful results for all your unique cooking needs. Ideal pan for searing, browning and pan frying a wide range of foods, especially meat. Its splayed side walls simplify basting and turning with a spatula.

- Flared edges for drip-free pouring; 3.9” deep
- Safe for use with all utensils, including metal utensils; won’t stain or chip
- Compatible with all cooktops, including induction; oven and broiler safe
- Dishwasher Safe
- Lifetime warranty

Model/Product# 8701005321
UPC - 011644904074

$149.99
$189.99

All-Clad D7 Stainless 3.5 Qt Round Oven Pan With Dome Lid

Providing 2 times more even heating and superior durability versus enameled cast iron, All-Clad introduces our newest technology, D7 Stainless. Ideal for braising and slow roasting or searing on stovetop, ensuring tender, flavorful results. Ideal for browning and searing meats and vegetables, while its high, straight sides accommodate the addition of liquid and accompaniments, making it an excellent choice for one-pot meals.

• Seven ply bonded stainless and aluminum construction
• Domed lid locks in heat and circulates moisture

Model/Product# 8701005314
UPC - 011644904036

$299.99

All-Clad D7 Stainless 8 Qt. Round Oven Pan with Dome Lid

Providing 2 times more even heating and superior durability versus enameled cast iron, All-Clad introduces our newest technology, D7 Stainless. Ideal for braising and slow roasting or searing on stovetop, ensuring tender, flavorful results. Ideal for browning and searing meats and vegetables, while its high, straight sides accommodate the addition of liquid and accompaniments, making it an excellent choice for one-pot meals.

• Seven ply bonded stainless and aluminum construction
• Domed lid locks in heat and circulates moisture

Model/Product# 8701005365
UPC - 011644901387
$234.99

All-Clad D7 Stainless 3 Qt Pan Roaster With Dome Lid

Providing 2 times more even heating and superior durability versus enameled cast iron, All-Clad introduces our newest technology, D7 Stainless. Ideal for braising and slow roasting or searing on stovetop, with flavorful. This D7 Stainless 3 Qt Pan Roaster features a large surface area and tall, straight sides, the ideal design for searing foods then adding liquid to braise or deglaze. Offering the convenience of creating all-in-one-pan meals, the versatile pan roaster effortlessly transfers from stovetop to oven to table, all with the ease and comfort of its two handles.

- 7-ply bonded stainless and aluminum construction
- Domed lid holds in heat and circulates moisture

Model/Product# 8701005316
UPC - 011644904043

$249.99

All-Clad D7 Stainless 4 Qt Braiser With Dome Lid

Fork-tender roasts and succulent ribs are easy with this 4-qt. braiser and lid from All-Clad. The oblong shape makes it easy to accommodate larger cuts, while stainless steel design gives you superior heat retention and even cooking.

- 7-ply design for supremely even heat, better browning and searing
- 4 layers of stainless steel for improved heat retention
- Flared edges for drip-free pouring
- Compatible with all cooktops; optimal for induction
- Oven, broiler safe
- Metal utensil safe
- Dimensions: 15.5" x 11.4" x 6"
- Stainless steel
- Dishwasher safe

Model/Product# 8701005318
UPC - 011644904050
All-Clad D7 Stainless 7 Pc Cookware Set

All-Clad's state-of-the-art cookware relies on seven alternating layers of bonded stainless steel and aluminum to conduct heat with precise uniformity, then retain your desired heat for perfect searing, browning, caramelizing and slow-cooking. In this set, we've included the pieces you'll need for everyday kitchen tasks.

- 7-ply bonded stainless and aluminum construction
- 3 aluminum layers for conducting and sustaining heat
- 4 layers of stainless steel retain heat for energy efficiency
- Domed lid helps circulate heat and moisture
- Compatible with all cooktops, including induction

7-piece set includes:
- 10" fry pan
- 2 qt. shallow saucepan with domed lid
- 3 qt. pan roaster with domed lid
- 8 qt. round Dutch oven with lid

Please note: lids are counted as individual pieces.

Model/Product# 8400001349
UPC - 011644905903

All-Clad Hard Anodized 11" Nonstick Square Griddle

The All-Clad Nonstick Square Griddle pan is perfect for making breakfast foods like pancakes and other favorites like hamburgers and more. The heavy gauge hard-anodized aluminum construction is exceptionally durable & cooks evenly. Features include a smooth nonstick cooking surface providing an easy clean-up and effortless release of the foods.

- Compatible with all cooktops
- Oven safe up to 450°
- Hand wash recommended

Model/Product# 8700800002
UPC - 011644302108
All-Clad Hard Anodized 12” Nonstick Round Griddle

The All-Clad Nonstick Round Griddle pan is perfect for making breakfast foods like pancakes and other favorites like hamburgers and more. The heavy gauge hard-anodized aluminum construction is exceptionally durable & cooks evenly. Features include a smooth nonstick cooking surface providing an easy clean-up and effortless release of the foods.

- Compatible with all cooktops
- Oven safe up to 450°
- Hand wash recommended

Model/Product# 8700800338
UPC - 011644301248

$69.99

All-Clad Hard Anodized 13”X20” Nonstick Grande Grille

The double burner pan combines a large grilling surface with high ridges that create perfectly seared grill marks while allowing excess fat to drain away. With hard anodized cookware, you can experience the renowned quality of All Clad and the ultimate convenience of nonstick.

- 3 layers Quantum-coated nonstick for easy cleaning
- Dishwasher safe
- Induction compatible
- Warp-resistant strength

Model/Product# 8700800170
UPC - 011644301309

$99.99
$99.99

All Clad Hard Anodized 13”X20” Nonstick Grande Griddle

The All-Clad Nonstick Grande Griddle Pan is perfect for making pancakes, grilling sandwiches, or to fry your eggs & bacon. Generous in size, this griddle pan will fit over two burners and can cook entire meals. Features include a juice well around the entire perimeter of the griddle to drain excess fats or liquids during the cooking process and two pour spouts for easy drainage. The heavy gauge hard-anodized aluminum construction is exceptionally durable & cooks evenly.

- Gas or electric cooktop compatible
- Oven safe up to 450°
- Hand wash recommended

Model/Product# 8700800001
UPC – 011644302009

$89.99

All Clad Stainless 6 Qt Pasta Pot Set

Ideal for preparing pasta, this essential pan may also be used for steaming and blanching a variety of foods, including vegetables and shellfish. Thanks to its perforated insert, making pastas becomes effortless by adding meat, seasoning and other ingredients to the insert which is then simply removed when finished, eliminating the need for straining. Prominent side handles ensure a secure hold when transporting the pot from the sink to the stovetop or when lifting the insert.

- Compatible with all stovetops including induction
- Warp-resistant strength
- Dishwasher safe

Model/Product# 2100078499
UPC – 011644899813
$89.99

All Clad Stainless 5 Qt Steamer Set

An essential piece for health conscious cooks, this All-Clad 5-qt Steamer quickly prepares fresh and flavorful dishes. Ideal for cooking a wide range of food such as vegetables, seafood or even dumplings, the steamer insert is perfect for creating healthy and flavorful meals. Prominent side handles ensure a secure hold when transporting the pot from the sink to the stovetop or when lifting the insert.

- Compatible with all stovetops including induction
- Warp-resistant strength
- Dishwasher safe

Model/Product# 2100078498
UPC – 011644899806

$109.99

All Clad D5 Brushed Stainless 8" Nonstick Fry Pan

A true kitchen staple, this All-Clad D5® Stainless Brushed 8" Nonstick Fry Pan is great for searing, browning, and pan-frying. Its flat bottom and flared sides make for easy tossing or turning with a spatula. The pan accommodates cooking at higher heat with oils to develop foods with full flavor, color, and crisp texture. The only cookware of its kind, All-Clad D5 Stainless features a patented technology of five alternating layers of responsive aluminum and durable heat-diffusing stainless steel.

- 3 layers of pfoa-free nonstick coating for easy cleanup
- Dishwasher safe

Model/Product# 8701004978
UPC – 011644897239
$139.99

All Clad D5 Brushed Stainless 10" Nonstick Fry Pan

A true kitchen staple, this All-Clad d5® Stainless Brushed 10" Nonstick Fry Pan is great for searing, browning, and pan-frying. Its flat bottom and flared sides make for easy tossing or turning with a spatula. The pan accommodates cooking at higher heat with oils to develop foods with full flavor, color, and crisp texture. The only cookware of its kind, All-Clad D5 stainless features a patented technology of five alternating layers of responsive aluminum and durable heat-diffusing stainless steel. D5 stainless cookware heats slowly and evenly, which means perfectly browned proteins throughout, from the center all the way to the edge.

- 3 layers of pfoa-free nonstick coating for easy cleanup
- Dishwasher safe

Model/Product# 8701004981
UPC – 011644897246

$179.99

All Clad D5 Brushed Stainless 12" Nonstick Fry Pan

Great for searing, browning, and pan-frying. Its flat bottom and flared sides make for easy tossing or turning with a spatula. The pan accommodates cooking at higher heat with oils to develop foods with full flavor, color, and crisp texture. The only cookware of its kind, All-Clad D5 stainless features a patented technology of five alternating layers of responsive aluminum and durable heat-diffusing stainless steel. D5 stainless cookware heats slowly and evenly, which means perfectly browned proteins throughout, from the center all the way to the edge.

- 3 layers of pfoa-free nonstick coating for easy cleanup
- Dishwasher safe

Model/Product# 8701004984
UPC – 011644897253
All Clad D5 Brushed Stainless 4 Qt Sauce Pan With Lid

Because of its shape, this All-Clad D5® Stainless Brushed 4 qt Sauce Pan is ideal for making sauces, heating liquids, cooking food in liquids and reheating. With high, straight sides and a smaller surface area, the sauce pan holds heat well and limits evaporation. The classic sauce pan is a versatile essential found in a variety of sizes in every well-equipped kitchen, and it can be used with or without its lid to control evaporation. The only cookware of its kind, All-Clad D5 stainless features a patented technology of 5 alternating layers of responsive aluminum and durable heat-diffusing stainless steel. D5 stainless cookware heats slowly and evenly, which means perfectly browned proteins throughout, from the center all the way to the edge.

- 5-ply bonded 18/10 stainless-steel starburst finish for stick resistance
- Compatible with all cooktops
- Dishwasher safe

Model/Product# 8701004136
UPC – 011644012205
$229.99

All Clad D5 Brushed Stainless 3 Qt Sauté Pan With Lid

Deeper than a traditional fry pan, this All-Clad D5® Stainless Brushed bd55403 3 qt. Sauté pan features a large surface area and tall, straight sides that hold in juices, prevent splattering, and allow for easy turning with a spatula. Ideal for a wide range of foods including chicken breasts and fish fillets, the sauté pan offers the convenience of browning or searing, then deglazing or finishing in liquid; all in one pan. The lid locks in moisture and heat to thoroughly finish meats on the stove top or in the oven. The only cookware of its kind, All-Clad D5 stainless features a patented technology of five alternating layers of responsive aluminum and durable heat-diffusing stainless steel.

- 5-ply bonded 18/10 stainless-steel starburst finish for stick resistance
- Compatible with all cooktops, Oven and broiler safe
- Dishwasher safe

Model/Product# 8701004141
UPC – 011644012250

$189.99

All Clad D5 Brushed Stainless 4 Qt Weeknight Pan

Weeknight Pan combines the attributes of a sauté pan and a saucier. All-in-one pan combines wide base for searing and sautéing ingredients over higher heat and sloped rounded sides to contain liquids and facilitate stirring when you’re simmering stews, whisking sauces or browning meats. Lid locks in moisture and heat after browning to finish cooking ingredients, either on the stovetop or in the oven. Ideal for preparing one-pan meals during a busy week. The only cookware of its kind, All-Clad D5 Stainless features a patented technology of 5 alternating layers of responsive aluminum and durable heat-diffusing stainless steel. D5 stainless cookware heats slowly and evenly, which means perfectly browned proteins throughout, from the center all the way to the edge.

- 5-ply construction: 18/10 stainless steel starburst finish for stick resistance
- Compatible with all cooktops
- Dishwasher safe

Model/Product# 8701005202
UPC – 011644901974
All-Clad D5 Brushed Stainless 10 Pc Cookware Set

The only cookware of its kind, All-Clad D5® Stainless features a patented technology of 5 alternating layers of responsive aluminum and durable heat-diffusing stainless steel. D5 stainless cookware heats slowly and evenly, which means perfectly browned proteins throughout, from the center all the way to the edges.

- 5-ply construction: 18/10 stainless steel starburst finish for stick resistance
- Compatible with all cooktops
- Dishwasher safe

Set Includes:
- 8" fry pan
- 10" fry pan
- 1.5 qt. sauce pan with lid
- 3 qt. sauce pan with lid
- 3 qt. sauté pan with lid
- 8 qt. stockpot with lid

Please note: lids are counted as individual pieces.

Model/Product# 8400001085
UPC – 011644896683
Call 1-800-664-8258 to place your special order 7 a.m. – 5 p.m. CST (Monday-Friday)

$99.99

Calphalon Tri Ply Stainless Steel 14" Roaster With Rack And Lifters

12" x 14" Roaster generously sized to fit a 20lb turkey.

- Tri-ply stainless steel construction
- Triple-riveted stay-cool handles
- Induction capable
- Oven and broiler safe up to 500°F
- Dishwasher safe

Model/Product #1767986
UPC - 016853043989

$174.99

Calphalon Contemporary Nonstick 8 Qt Stockpot With Lid


- Oven safe up to 450°F
- Nylon coated and wooden utensil safe
- Use on gas electric halogen or ceramic stovetops
- Dishwasher safe.

Model/Product #1876966
UPC - 016853057962

$54.99

Calphalon Contemporary Nonstick 13.75" Panini Pan And Press


- Oven safe to 450°F / 230°C
- Full lifetime warranty
- Dishwasher safe

Model/Product #1877038
UPC - 016853058174

Only authorized customers (Veterans enrolled in V A Health Care, their families, caregivers, V A employees, V A volunteers and visitors) may shop or dine with VCS.
$199.95

Calphalon Classic Stainless Steel 10 Pc. Cookware Set


Set includes:
• 8" fry pan
• 10" fry pan
• 1.5 qt. sauce pan and cover
• 2.5 qt. sauce pan and cover
• 3 qt. sauté pan and cover
• 6 qt. stock pot and cover

Model/Product #1891242
UPC - 016853060665

$249.99

Calphalon Classic Ceramic Nonstick 11-Piece Cookware Set


Set includes:
• 8" fry pan
• 10" fry pan
• 12" round griddle
• 3qt. sauté pan w/cover
• 1.5qt. sauce pan w/cover
• 2.5qt. sauce pan w/cover
• 5qt. Dutch oven w/cover

Model/Product #1937306
UPC - 016853062775
Call 1-800-664-8258 to place your special order 7 a.m. – 5 p.m. CST (Monday-Friday)

**$249.99**

**Calphalon Classic Nonstick 12-Piece Cookware Set**


Set includes:

- 8" fry pan
- 10" fry pan
- 12" fry pan w/cover
- 1.5qt sauce pan w/cover
- 3.5qt sauce pan w/cover
- 3qt sauté pan w/cover
- 6qt stock pot w/cover

**Model/Product #1943337**  
**UPC - 016853063062**

**$149.99**

**Calphalon Classic Nonstick 8-Piece Cookware Set**


Set includes:

- 8" fry pan
- 10" fry pan
- 1.5qt sauce pan w/cover
- 2.5qt sauce pan w/cover
- 6qt stock pot w/cover

**Model/Product #1943340**  
**UPC - 016853063093**

**Back to Top**
**Cookware**

$59.99  MADE IN USA

Calphalon Classic Nonstick 5 Qt Saute Pan With Cover


- Oven safe up to 450°f
- Recommend hand wash only
- Manufacturer full lifetime warranty.

Model/Product #1943875

UPC - 016853063444

$549.99  MADE IN USA

Calphalon Signature Nonstick 10-Piece Cookware Set


Set includes:

- 10" omelet pan
- 12" omelet pan
- 2qt. sauce pan w/cover
- 3qt. sauce pan w/cover
- 3qt. sauté pan w/cover
- 8qt. stock pot w/cover.

Model/Product #1948248

UPC - 016853063680
$99.99

Calphalon Signature Nonstick 5 Qt Dutch Oven W/ Cover


- Oven safe up to 500°F
- Safe on gas, electric, halogen, and glass stovetops
- All utensil safe including metal
- Dishwasher safe
- Full manufacturer lifetime warranty

Model/Product #1948252
UPC - 016853063727

$149.99

Calphalon Signature Nonstick 16" Roaster W/ Rack


- Oven safe up to 500°F
- Safe to use metal utensils on
- PFOA free
- Dishwasher safe
- Manufacturer full lifetime warranty

Model/Product #1948255
UPC - 016853063758
$499.99

Calphalon 13 Piece Contemporary Stainless Steel Cookware Set

Tri-ply performance dishwasher safe stay-cool handles with tempered glass covers. Induction capable. Heavy gauge aluminum sores for fast, even heating. Oven, broiler and dishwasher safe.

Set includes:

- 8” omelette pan
- 10” omelette pan
- 12” omelette pan
- 1.5 qt. sauce pan w/cover
- 2.5 qt. sauce pan w/cover
- 3 qt. saute pan w/cover
- 3 qt. chef’s casserole w/cover
- 8 qt. stock pot w/cover

Model/Product #LR13A
UPC - 016853033614

$449.99

Calphalon Tri-Ply Copper 10 Pc. Cookware Set


Precision fit stainless steel covers.

Set includes:

- 8” omelette pan
- 10” omelette pan
- 1.5 qt. sauce pan w/cover
- 2.5 qt. sauce pan w/cover
- 3 qt. sauté pan w/cover
- 6 qt. stock pot w/cover

Model/Product #T10
UPC - 016853002658
Call 1-800-664-8258 to place your special order 7 a.m. – 5 p.m. CST (Monday-Friday)

$79.99
Calphalon 8 Quart Stainless Steel Multi-Pot
4 pieces included - stock pot steamer plus a pasta insert, steamer insert and glass cover.

- Stainless steel
- Dishwasher safe
- Impacted bonded heavy bottom for even heating

Model/Product #VMP8P
UPC - 016853024346

$999.99
Le Creuset Ultimate Cast Iron Set
Even heat distribution and superior heat retention. Interior enamel in saucepan and ovens are nonreactive and resistant to wear. Exterior enamel resists chipping and cracking. Ergonomic knobs withstand temperatures to 500°F. Skillet features black finish that requires no seasoning. Dishwasher safe.

Set includes:
- 5.5qt. round French oven w/lid
- 6.75qt. oval French oven w/lid
- 3.5qt. braiser with lid
- 10.25" round skillet
- 1.75qt. saucepan w/lid
- “The Cast Iron Way to Cook” recipe book

Model/Product #ECOM1502-CI67
UPC - 086324062238
Cookware

$400.00

Le Creuset Enameled Cast Iron 4.75 Qt. Moroccan Tagine

Cast iron great for browning vegetables and meat on stovetop. Interior enamel requires no seasoning. Stoneware lid circulates heat and moisture. 11” height. Dishwasher safe.

Model/Product #L2138-3567
UPC - 024147254638

$230.00

Le Creuset Signature Enameled Cast Iron 2.25 Qt Saucier Pan


- Long-lasting exterior enamel - resists chipping and cracking
- Secure lid that locks in heat and moisture while cooking
- Phenolic knob withstands temperatures up to 375°f
- Dishwasher safe

Model/Product #L2557-2159 - Marseille (blue)
UPC - 024147231813

Model/Product #L2557-2167 – Cherry
UPC - 024147141983

Call 1-800-664-8258 to place your special order 7 a.m. – 5 p.m. CST (Monday-Friday)
**$290.00**

Le Creuset Enameled Cast Iron 4.25 Qt Soup Pot


- Even heat distribution and superior retention
- Composite knob heat resistant to 375°F
- Dishwasher safe

Model/Product #L2574-2659 – Marseille (blue)
UPC - 024147247241

Model/Product #L2574-2667 – Cherry
UPC - 024147207733

**$250.00**

Le Creuset Cast Iron Panini Press and Skillet Grill Set in Cherry

Ribbed press and skillet surface produce marks on both sides. Durable satin black enamel finish (no seasoning required). Long-lasting exterior enamel - resists chipping and cracking.

- Even heat distribution and superior retention
- Iron handle provides a steady grip during use and transfer
- Dishwasher safe

Model/Product #L4098-67
UPC - 024147927754
$220.00
Le Creuset 5.25 Qt. Enameled Cast-Iron Roaster

Low-profile design is optimized for oven roasting. Durable nonreactive sand-colored interior enamel. Colorful long-lasting exterior enamel resists chipping and cracking.

- Even heat distribution and superior heat retention
- Dishwasher safe

Model/Product #LS2011-3359 – Marseille (blue)
UPC - 024147233619

Model/Product #LS2011-3367 – Cherry
UPC - 024147233596

$400.00
Le Creuset Enameled Cast Iron 9 Qt. Round French Oven


- Ergonomic knob withstands temperatures up to 500°F
- Dishwasher safe
- Dimensions: 5.75"d x 10.75"w x 5"h
- Manufacturer limited lifetime warranty

Model/Product #LS2501-3059 – Marseille (blue)
UPC - 024147231851

Model/Product #LS2501-3067 – Cherry
UPC - 024147230946
$530.00

Le Creuset Signature Enamelled 13.25Qt Round French Oven

Exterior enamel resists chipping and cracking. Interior enamel resists staining and dulling. Oversized handles for secure grip.

- Ergonomic composite knobs
- Built-in lid stabilizers for a secure no slide fit
- Heat resistant to 500°F
- Dishwasher safe

Model/Product #LS2501-3459 – Marseille (blue)
UPC - 024147231295

Model/Product #LS2501-3467 – Cherry
UPC - 024147211532

$300.00

Le Creuset Signature Enamelled Cast Iron 5 Qt. Oval French Oven

5 quart capacity makes 5 servings. Distributes heat slowly and evenly. Exterior enamel resists chipping and cracking. Interior enamel was made to resist staining and dulling. Interior is sand colored to help watch food and prevent burning and sticking. Lid stabilizers provide a no-slide lid fit.

- Ergonomic composite knob is heat resistant to 500°F
- Safe on ceramic electric gas halogen induction oven and outdoor grills
- Dishwasher safe
- Dimensions: 9"w x 14.5"l x 6.75"h
- Manufacturer limited lifetime warranty

Model/Product #LS2502-2959 – Marseille (blue)
UPC - 024147231516

Model/Product #LS2502-2967 – Cherry
UPC - 024147211372
Le Creuset Enameled Cast Iron 6-3/4 Qt. Oval French Oven

- Even heat distribution and superior heat retention nonreactive sand-colored interior. Enamel long-lasting exterior. Secure lid that locks in heat and moisture while cooking ergonomic.
- Enamel that resists chipping and cracking
- Knob withstands temperatures up to 500°F
- Dishwasher safe

Model/Product #LS2502-3159 – Marseille (blue)
UPC - 024147231523

Model/Product #LS2502-3167 – Cherry
UPC - 024147211402

Le Creuset Enameled Cast Iron 9.5 Qt. Oval French Oven

- Long-lasting exterior enamel that resists chipping and cracking
- Ergonomic knob withstands temperatures up to 500°F
- Dishwasher safe

Model/Product #LS2502-3559 – Marseille (blue)
UPC - 024147231530

Model/Product #LS2502-3567 – Cherry
UPC - 024147211433
COOKWARE

Call 1-800-664-8258 to place your special order 7 a.m. – 5 p.m. CST (Monday-Friday)

$750.00

Le Creuset Oprah’s Favorite Things Cookware Set in Cherry

Fill your kitchen with cookware that has earned the ultimate seal of approval. Le Creuset is proud to offer the Oprah Cookware Set, previously selected by Oprah Winfrey as one of her Favorite Things. Cast iron has even heat distribution. Cast iron exterior enamel resists chipping and cracking. Stockpot features secure side handles and full aluminum core. Saucepan and fry pan resists pitting and scorching. Dishwasher safe.

Set includes:
- 10.25" Signature cast iron skillet
- 5.5 qt. signature cast iron round Dutch oven w/lid
- 6 qt. enamel on steel stockpot w/lid
- 2 qt. stainless steel saucepan w/lid
- 10" stainless steel fry pan
- Revolution medium spatula
- Revolution spatula spoon

Model/Product #MMOPRAH-67
UPC - 024147927778

$500.00

Le Creuset Signature Enameled Cast Iron 5-Piece Cookware Set in Cherry

Distributes heat slowly and evenly. Exterior enamel resists chipping and cracking. Interior enamel resists staining and dulling. Black enamel finish requires no seasoning and perfect for higher cooking temperatures. Large handles provide a safe and secure grip. Phenolic knobs withstand temperatures up to 500°F. Safe on gas electric ceramic halogen induction oven and outdoor grills. Dishwasher safe. Manufacturer limited lifetime warranty.

Set includes:
- 5.5 qt. round Dutch oven w/lid
- 1.75 qt. signature saucepan w/lid
- 9" signature skillet

Model/Product #MS1605-67
UPC - 086324073159
$725.00

Le Creuset Signature Enameled Cast Iron 6-Piece Cookware Set

Distributes heat slowly and evenly. Exterior enamel resists chipping and cracking. Interior enamel resists staining and dulling. Black enamel finish requires no seasoning. Large handles provide a secure grip. Saucier lid knob safe up to 375°F. Dutch oven lid knob safe up to 500°F. Safe on gas electric ceramic halogen induction oven and outdoor grills. Dishwasher safe. Manufacturer limited lifetime warranty.

Set includes:
- 4.5 qt. round Dutch oven w/lid
- 2.25 qt. saucier w/lid
- Square Skillet Grill
- 5.25 qt. signature roaster

Model/Product #MS1406-2 – Flame (orange)
UPC - 086324038783

Model/Product #MS1406-59 – Marseille (blue)
UPC - 086324038998

Model/Product #MS1406-67 – Cherry
UPC - 086324039063
**Cookware**

Call **1-800-664-8258** to place your special order 7 a.m. – 5 p.m. CST (Monday-Friday)

---

**$165.00**

**Le Creuset 16 Qt Enamel-On-Steel Stockpot**

Convenient quick heating and superior heat distribution. Tight-fitting lid locks in moisture. Stainless steel rim around the top edge prevents chipping and cracking. Constructed from heavy-gauge carbon steel with a durable and colorful porcelain enamel finish, easy-to-clean interior. Can be used on any heat source (gas electric induction ceramic).

- Heat-resistant phenolic knobs
- Triple-welded side handles
- Dimensions: 14.5"w x 12.5"h
- Recommend hand wash only

Model/Product #N4100-2859 – Marseille (blue)  
**UPC** - 630870088909

Model/Product #N4100-2867 – Cherry  
**UPC** - 024147906155

---

**$90.00**

**Le Creuset Heritage 3 Qt. Covered Round Casserole in Cherry**

Stoneware maintains even temperatures and prevents scorching. Safe for freezer microwave oven and broiler. Stoneware blocks moisture absorption and prevents cracking crazing and rippling. Exterior enamel resists scratches and stains. Nearly-nonstick interior releases food easily making for an easy cleanup.

- Safe for cutting on with knives
- Dishwasher safe
- Dimensions: 11"w x 6.25"h
- 5-year manufacturer limited warranty

Model/Product #PG0550-2367  
**UPC** - 630870088695

---

*Only authorized customers (Veterans enrolled in VA Health Care, their families, caregivers, VA employees, VA volunteers and visitors) may shop or dine with VCS.*
$325.00

Le Creuset Heritage 6-Piece Stoneware Set


Set includes:
• 18 oz. heritage cocotte w/lid
• 2.5 qt. heritage square casserole w/lid
• 1 qt. heritage au gratin dish
• 4 qt. heritage rectangular dish

Model/Product #PG06140C-59 – Marseille (blue)
UPC - 086324048935

Model/Product #PG06140C-67 – Cherry
UPC - 086324048867

$70.00

Le Creuset Heritage 12"X9" Rectangular Dish

4qt capacity makes up to 4 servings. Stoneware maintains even temperatures and prevents scorching. Safe for freezer microwave oven and broiler. Stoneware blocks moisture absorption. Stoneware prevents cracking crazing and rippling.

• Exterior enamel resists scratches and stains
• Nearly nonstick glazed interior releases foods for quick cleanup
• Dishwasher safe

Model/Product #PG0700-322 – Dishflame
UPC - 630870048309

Model/Product # PG0700-3259 – Marseille (blue)
UPC - 630870089050
Call 1-800-664-8258 to place your special order 7 a.m. – 5 p.m. CST (Monday-Friday)

$90.00

Le Creuset Heritage 2-1/2 Qt. Covered Square Casserole

Secure stoneware lid with a traditional loop handle. Impermeable finish safe for cutting on with knives. Thermal resistance from -65°F to 500°F.

- Less than 1% porosity
- Resistant to staining and flavor/odor absorption
- Virtually nonstick glazed interior

Model/Product #PG0805-2359 – Marseille (blue)

UPC - 630870089029

Model/Product #PG0805-2367 – Cherry

UPC - 630870053327

$100.00

Le Creuset Mini Cocottes Set with Cookbook in Cherry

4-8 oz. stoneware Mini Cocottes companion cookbook with 25 mini cocotte recipes. Exterior enamel impermeable finish safe for cutting on with knives. Thermal resistance from -65°F to 500°F.

- Less than 1% porosity
- Resistant to staining and flavor/odor absorption
- Virtually nonstick glazed interior

Model/Product #PG1164CB-0867

UPC - 630870047364

Only authorized customers (Veterans enrolled in VA Health Care, their families, caregivers, VA employees, VA volunteers and visitors) may shop or dine with VCS.
$65.00

Le Creuset 27 oz. Stoneware French Press in Cherry

Stoneware blocks moisture absorption to prevent cracking, crazing, and rippling. Exterior enamel resists stains and scratches. Nearly nonstick glaze releases food for easy cleaning.

- Mesh sieve to filter coffee grounds tea leaves and more
- Dishwasher safe
- Dimensions: 8.5”h x 6.5”w

Model/Product #PG8200-1067
UPC - 630870088763

$109.99

Oneida 10-Piece Stainless Steel Cookware Set


Set includes:
- 1qt. saucepan w/ cover
- 3qt. saucepan w/ cover
- 3qt. saute pan w/ helper handle and cover
- 8” fry pan
- 10” fry pan
- 5qt. Dutch oven w/ cover

Model/Product# 35019
UPC - 073287350199